


look into the heart of the «black box of schooling», expressed by the tangible and intangible culture of schools
defined above all as the material history of school objects in English speaking areas (materiality of schooling)2 and
historia material or cultura material de la escuela or etnohistoria de la escuela in Spanish areas3.

Within the study of the culture or material «life» of schooling (a term I prefer but which expresses the
vividness of everyday school life of generations of teachers and pupils compared to the risk of an economistic
or archaeological approach of ‘material culture’) a crucial role is certainly played by the identification of new
sources providing us with traces of schooling in past times. Also in Italy, the many conferences and publications
bear witness to research over the past decades which has seen a new and abundant season of studies on text
books, writing books, the biographies of teachers and histories of schools and schooling on different levels, and
specific institutions have relaunched the need to identify, collect, study and safeguard the educational and school
heritage of the past, with the three-fold purpose of conservation, study and dissemination for educational and
teaching purposes.4 Within the complex Italian and international historiographic panorama, touched on only
briefly here, I would like to concentrate on the specific area of study of the ‘Luigi Bombicci’ Didactic Museum,
referring to some studies preceding the historical-philological study in historical-educational terms.5 In this work
I would like to specifically describe its multi-semantic relevance and the many hermeneutic levels that this source
maintains today for the history of education and schooling, not only in Italy but also internationally, seeking to
place a «local» research in a global perspective, in the ‘local-global’ manner constituting one of the salient fea-
tures of international schooling historiography.

1. SCHOOLING HERITAGE SERVING NEW DIDACTICS

What was, and what is this Didactic Museum today? Which study contents and many hermeneutic mean-
ings does it still hold today? 

Today this museum lies in the city of Bologna and is open to schools, with targeted teaching paths, built
over time by the primary school teachers of the municipality, as part of the «Teaching Rooms» included in the
city’s ‘integrated learning system’. This museum has been located in the same building since 1927, following its
purchase by the Municipality of Bologna from the Società degli Insegnanti which had legitimately owned it since
1898, the city’s Teachers’ Society which had appointed mineralogist and scientist Luigi Bombicci to set it up in
1883-1884. Its more than a century-old history dates back to the second half of the 19th century, the period in
Italy marked by the construction of the national education system, linked to the political and pedagogic project
of «building Italians’. Given the starting dates of the Museum, in 1883-1884, we have to look at the ‘macro’ and
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‘micro’ context of its origins, clarifying the reasons and objectives of the many stakeholders involved in this cul-
tural and educational project which is still very much alive today.

The museum is set against the background of methodological and didactic renewal of 19th century
Europe, and the proud entry of «object lessons», also known as «object method» or «object teaching», depend-
ing on the European area, which triggered the need for collections of objects designed specifically for teaching
purposes. Tracing the author’s careful reconstruction of the term ‘object lessons’ in the famous Dictionnaire de
pédagogie edited by Ferdinand Buisson in 1887, we can see the that the French term ‘leçons des choses’ coincides
with «object teaching, object lessons dus au sens pratique des Americains».6 They are clearly considered an application
of the intuitive method,

«on désigne sous le nom de leçons de choses un procédé d’enseignement, une des applications de la methode intuitive»7

also known as ‘natural’, the forefathers of which were identified in the centrality of senses, observation and rea-
soning by Comenius

«knowledge always necessarily starts in the senses (as nothing is in the intellect, which has not firstly been in the
sense): why therefore should education begin with the verbal explanation of things and not from their direct obser-
vation? Only thereafter, after an object has been shown, can it be more widely explained in words…»8

which in didactic terms leads to the need for specific images or models for teaching 

«if sometimes the objects themselves are not available, other substitutes can also be used, like models or images cre-
ated specifically for teaching; this method is commonly used by teachers of botany, zoology, geometry, geodesics and
geography, who usually add figures to their descriptions. Something similar should be done for natural sciences and
other fields…»9

to be presented in the classroom in a sequential and rigorous manner

«the children are shown the objects spoken of, not only in pictures but actual object, for example, parts of the body,
clothing, books, the house, utensils (…) and then if something mentioned in the book cannot be visually placed
before their eyes, it is very useful to present it to the students in its own reality (…) this is why it is hoped that good
schools can keep a collection of rarer objects which are too difficult to find in the home, so that whenever they are
spoken of in the classroom they can be demonstrated»10.

The compiler of the entry underlined how, later, in the German area Francke had widely promoted trips
to artisanal workshops for the students of the Pedagogium as this offered an opportunity to observe and learn the
human world with their own senses; as Basedow, in his Libro elementare per la gioventù (1770) attempted a kind of
re-issue of Comenius’s Orbis pictus developing the natural method as an intuitive method11 and such reading was
certainly known in the Austrian area to J. H. Felbiger in the drafting of his Libro del metodo (1775)12, which con-
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stituted one of the fundamental texts for the history of European pedagogy and education in the framework of
the normal teaching method that was commonplace from the late 18th century, in Italy also thanks to Francesco
Soave. Similarly, in the French area, at almost the same time as Francke, Rousseau had indicated sensory educa-
tion as the natural way of learning, within the framework of the typically enlightened sensism

«the first faculties formed and perfected in us are our senses; they are therefore the first which should be cultivated,
while they are the only ones we forget and neglect the most. It is not enough to use the senses to exercise them; we
need to learn to judge correctly through them, as it were, to learn to feel; indeed we do not know how to touch, see,
listen if we have not learned to do so»13

underlined as a fundamental methodological element for overcoming verbalism and abstraction 

«objects, objects! I will never tire of repeating that we give too much importance to words: our talkative education
will produce nothing but chatterboxes»14

As explained, at Rousseau’s suggestion, some decades later in the Swiss area J. H. Pestalozzi researched
the «method» known later as ‘elementary’, but also ‘intuitive’ or ‘natural’ both generally

«the precise purpose of education, is to lead men to clear concepts using psychological skill based on the laws of
physical mechanisms, and the ultimate step in achieving this condition, that of leading them to definitions, requires
that this be preceded by a set of descriptions of the sensitive world, which gradually proceeds from the intuition of
individual objects to their name and from here to the determination of their properties, therefore the ability to
describe them and from here the ability to learn a clear concept, that of defining them»15

and particularly, with the need to identify the «prime» elements of «number, shape and word» on which to base
subject teaching. Specifically, he underlined the need to teach the nomenclature of objects and combine this as
closely as possible with the objects themselves, on the basis of which, carefully and gradually, knowledge could
be broadened and learning progressively disciplined

«to guide your child along the shortest rout to the ultimate purpose of education, the formation of clear concepts,
right from the start, in every field of knowledge, you must carefully place before his eyes those objects which most
visibly and distinctly embody the essential characters of the field they belong to, and are thus particularly suited to
highlighting the essence, distinguishing this from the specific properties»16.

In the ‘teaching laboratories’ in Burgdorf and Yverdon, Pestalozzi sought the ABC of intuition used as a
foundation for teaching school subjects, identifying a universal method which was embraced by the many visi-
tors and admirers of the time, and from there spread and «experimented» in almost all European countries, and
beyond. Pestalozzi’s central role in didactic research was widely recognised in the English area also by Herbert
Spencer. He considered him to be the authentic theorist and founder of the natural or intuitive method of gen-
eral and subject teaching, however insisting on the historical meaning of the intuitive method as a precursor to
the object method, with a parallelism between the learning of an individual child and that of the entire human
species, according to the biogenetic law so dear to Spencerian evolutionism. In didactic terms this translated into
the systematic development of the ability to observe the external reality which was required to develop the intu-
itive or natural method
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«a common feature of all these methods is manifestly that of leading the child’s mind down the same path covered
by the human spirit. The truths concerning the number, the shape, the ratios of position, are all taken from materi-
al objects, and displayed to the child in a concrete form, to make him learn in the same way they were learned by
mankind»17.

On this point however Spencer criticised the «object lessons» practised in ‘Pestalozzi-style’ English
schools as an extension of a maternal education aimed at general education of the senses through an instru-
mental approach to objects. He on the other hand supported the extension of that method to all subjects, in
order to develop the inherent method of the scientist in children 

«object lessons should not only be delivered differently from the way they have been done thus far, but should also
embrace a much larger number of objects and last much longer than they currently do. They should not be limited
to objects found in the home, but also include those objects we find on the seashore; they should not end with the
first period of infancy, but should continue throughout childhood to insensitively mix and blend into the research
of naturalists and scholars.»18

At around the very same time in the French area, didactic research proceeded in the direction of the intu-
itive method based on ‘concrete objects’. A very important contribution in this regard was offered by Maria Pape
Carpantier in her leçons des choses presented at the World Fair in Paris in 1867 and printed in 1869 in the work Cours
d’education et d’instruction primarie written with C. and F. Delon19. The French educator described how she had con-
cretely practised her leçons des choses in Parisian nursery schools, before an audience of teachers and school inspec-
tors, fascinated by the simplicity of the proposed materials and the educational efficacy of her lessons on bread,
linen, cotton and means of transport, showing how

«everything can be used as a subject in an object lesson: fruit, a stone, a tool, a utensil, a piece of cloth, as long as your
mind is used to observation and reflection»20

proceeding gradually to convey first of all the colour and the shape of the object, then its use, its material and
its provenance 

«because this is the natural progression of ideas that observation stimulates in children. And thus the object lesson
must respond to these tacit questions in this order, the order they are presented to the mind»21

and manage to place them in the three kingdoms of nature, from where they came. For this reason Maria Pape
Carpantier pushed for the construction of collections of useful objects for teaching in various local schools

«I believe that it would be very useful to urge local councils, in proportion to their own means, to procure such col-
lections of objects of the three kingdoms of nature, and have them placed in schools in special cupboards, so that
the teachers can use them for the education and enjoyment of the children, in the cities and in the countryside.»22

able to overcome mnemonic, repetitive, parrot-fashion learning of traditional schools moving towards a more
effective use of the nomenclature of objects seen in pictures or, even better, seen and touched concretely by the
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students, i.e. the objects. This invitation was welcomed and put into practice in various Italian realities, and was
widespread at local level, although not completely covered today by historical research, and was also part of the
framework of the establishment at the same time of broader collections known as ‘pedagogical museums’
and/or didactic museums: collections of objects, books and documents for teacher training in the first case and
collections of objects for specific teaching purposes used by the teachers in the second case, as reconstructed by
the compilers of the entries in Buisson’s Dictionnaire de pedagogie23. In particular the didactic museums were close-
ly linked to the purposes declared by Pape Carpantier as collections of objects ready for use, as also indicated at
practically the same time in the English area by Alexander Bain in his Education as a science (1879), a period in
which also the pedagogical culture, the schooling industry24, municipal and central school administrations
demonstrated some knowledge of the international debate on the object method, indeed explicitly referring to
it in the primary school Programmi didattici of 188825.

2. FROM GLOBAL’ TO LOCAL’, FROM ‘MACRO’ TO ‘MICRO’: TOWARDS A EUROPEAN HISTORY?

The Municipality of Bologna was one of the Italian local realities which developed didactic and/or school
museums, through this specific didactic museum, which was not planned from the outset as either a university sci-
entific museum or a school museum26. A very special and veritable «virtuous circle» was create in Bologna in the
late 19th century between different institutions fighting illiteracy and aiming to build a local education system, as
part of the national education process. At the university –the world’s oldest, according to the origin of 1088 as
stated by Nobel Prize Winner and poet, Giosue Carducci– many teachers were committed to educational and
schooling issues; at the same time the municipal school administration officers were active in the progressist and
Masonic mutual organisation process, aiming to promote primary schooling; the «grass roots» schools had joined
to form a very active and dynamic Teachers’ Society, which worked effectively to propose and impose new teach-
ing programmes and text books on the council, which promptly adopted them as the Society was run by the edu-
cation councillors and officers working in the local school administration. For a short but very intense period, the
Teachers’ Society also produced a journal entitled ‘La scienza dell’educazione’, which reported on the experiences
and ideas of the object lessons and the renewal of teaching based on the European object method, also referring
to the collections and educational museums of various Italian municipalities. In 1883 Pietro Siciliani, a professor
of philosophy at the University of Bologna and recently elected Chairman of the Society, proposed the estab-
lishment of a pedagogical museum based on the European models of the time and the one opened in Rome by
Minister Bonghi for training Italian school teachers. However, the Società degli Insegnanti preferred to set up a
nature museum for the explicit purpose of primary school teaching. On Siciliani’s death (1883) the Society defin-
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itively opted for the «didactic» solution, appointing the task to its member Luigi Bombicci, professor of
Mineralogy at the University and friend of Carducci, a man sensitive to educational, school and didactic matters,
on which he had published numerous works27. He threw himself enthusiastically into the establishment of the
collection-museum, and spent at least fifteen years designing, gathering and sorting the materials, not without
some difficulties and contrasts, also with other members of the Society. In 1888 he had printed a first description
of the Museum, with the important title of Un museo didattico per l’insegnamento oggettivo elementare, «A didactic muse-
um for elementary object teaching», personally demonstrating the close link between the well-ordered scientific
collection and the didactic nature of the object method, by which he intended.

«1. to facilitate primary school teachers in the direct and rapid study of all those objects which must be explained to
the children, presenting good examples and highlighting their qualities, describing their uses, indicating the correct
Italian names; 2. offering the possibility to present to the children not merely isolated objects one by one but rather
the series, or collections of objects, arranged specifically for this purpose. An elegant arrangement of many objects makes the
descriptions more pleasant and arouses the curiosity; it excites and sharpens the spirit of observation; while the dif-
ferent varieties included in the series of a Museum, at the end of each short lesson, heighten the desire for the sub-
sequent lessons; 3. make the idea of the possibility of establishing a central didactic museum in every provincial cap-
ital where there are many primary schools clear and desirable; 4. act as the proof and the rule for CIRCULATING
the monographs on object teaching, as if they were books loaned from libraries…».28

To satisfy these objectives, he offered a broad collection of examples divided into the three kingdoms of
nature, each one organised in a vertically series of thirty drawers for a total of ninety drawers placed in an ele-
gant and functional cupboard. A further horizontal classification of these objects divided them into the three
fundamental ‘needs’ of mankind, i.e. objects linked to the home, to food, to clothing, which were the essential
backbone of a prototype bought by the Municipal Education Office in 1881 and also the organising «concepts»
of the object lessons described by Pape Carpantier in her lessons in Paris. These museum-collections served first
and foremost for teaching science, but also other subjects. The lexicon of Bombicci’s specific internal organisa-
tion was also useful for teaching other subjects, such as history, geography and Italian language. This collection-
museum also offered two other new elements, which Bombicci focused his attention on in a later monograph in
1898, completing the three descriptive and reasoned guides of the objects present in the collections, bound in
elegant books with three different colours, patriotically representing the Italian flag: white for the vertical series
of the mineral kingdom, red for the animal kingdom and green for the plant kingdom. Indeed, in Bombicci’s
mind every school would have these guides, ‘monographs’ used to better understand the objects presented to the
students in order to develop their observation and reflection skills. The guides were designed to be highly use-
ful for teachers taking the drawers from the central Didactic Museum for their lessons: Bombicci’s system was
therefore envisaged as «circulating», based on the library model for book lending which was already commonly
used locally by the Bologna-based League for Education of the local people. This new element however implied
a series of important practical problems: transferring the drawers and relative guides from one school to anoth-
er in the city on a cart, using the objects in class and then returning the drawer was a highly complex solution,
which required the management of a kind of lending register by an appointed person, who was also to be
responsible for the maintenance of the materials, which were subject to breakage and wear. The difficulties faced
by the schools of the time in using the museum probably limited its effective use, also linked to the historio-
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graphical question of the gap between the design of objects for schools (books, notebooks, pens, other equip-
ment), their actual production and availability on the market, and their actual use in teaching practices: this gap
marks the distance between the theoretical and pedagogical design for and in schools, their productive success
as a medium of mass education and finally, and more difficult for historians to measure, their effective use in
teaching. Also in this case we must ask the question, emerging from cross-referencing printed sources and
archives concerning subsequent national school and city life, which I will now focus on, of their spread and
knowledge beyond the city walls. As early as 1888, not yet in its final version, the Bombicci Museum took part
in the Education Exhibition annexed to the Emilia Fair held in Bologna29 with other didactic museums located
in the city schools, as part of the second on «School museums for object lessons»30. In its final version, on the
other hand, the Circulating Didactic Museum took part in other national and international fairs, receiving a num-
ber of prizes and medals. In 1898 it was taken to the Fair in Turin, reported also in local newspapers31 after which
Bombicci handed over the legal property of the Didactic Museum to the Teachers’ Society of Bologna which
had commissioned it, surrounded by some controversy32. Two years later in 1900, the Bombicci Museum also
took part in the World Fair in Paris; however, as it was too complicated to transport the cupboards as far as the
French capital, only photographic documentation concerning 18 of the drawers was presented (documentation
which can still be seen today at the Museum’s historical headquarters)33.

Other archives sources of the Municipality of Bologna confirm that the Bombicci Museum also took part
in the World Fair in Brussels in 1910 –and further research on the documentation concerning Brussels would be
opportune here– thus contributing to the knowledge of the state of the art of Italian teaching in these interna-
tional assizes, which historiography is currently investigating due to its clear relevance to a comparative cultural
history of schools and education34. Returning to its effective practical use, some documentary and archive traces
bear witness to the fact that in 1907 all the schools in the city had a copy of the ‘Bombicci monographs’, deemed
useful for an «if not indispensable then at least highly useful collection for teachers wishing to give object les-
sons»35. From 1916 it was certainly used for didactic purposes by professor Giuseppe Michele Ferrari in his
Pedagogy course as part of the teacher training programme, better known as the «School of Pedagogy», estab-
lished to train future primary school headmasters and headmistresses. He borrowed the Museum from the
Teachers Society and kept it at the university premises, attempting –unsuccessfully– on several occasions to
incorporate it as a university museum for teacher training purposes. In March-April 1925 the Museum took part
in the Education Exhibition of Bologna, set up after the National Education Exhibition in Florence organised
by Calò and Lombardo Radice to document the conditions of Italian schools and teaching following the Gentile
Reform of 1923. At the exhibition in Bologna, it was admired as an «irrefutable proof of zealous, intelligent and
intense work»36 alongside other school museums in several schools in the city and considering that it constitut-
ed a crucial part of the school museum of the city of Bologna. Between 1925 and 1927, also due to the closure
of the Teachers’ Society following the laws passed by the Fascist Regime, Bombicci’s Didactic Museum was
bought by the Municipality of Bologna, as it was 
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29 where «the attention of pedagogists on those collections, marking a great step forward for teaching, was high, convinced
that by now of the great importance of the consensus of those who must examine them and judge their utility» cf. GAMBARI,
L., «Alla Mostra Didattica. Le collezioni del Prof. Bombicci», in L’Esposizione illustrata delle provincie dell’Emilia in Bologna 1888.
Periodico ufficiale per gli Atti del Comitato dell’Esposizione e dell’VIII Centenario dello Studio Bolognese, Bologna, Stabilimento Tipografico
Succ. Monti, 1888, p. 271.

30 Municipal Historical Archive of Bologna (hereinafter ASCB), Education, 1888, b. 9, R 9 Folder ‘Oggetti diversi’, Folder
on Industrial, Agricultural and Museum Exhibition held in in Bologna in 1888. Sub-folder ‘Exhibition on Emilia. Didactic
Exhibition’, Brochure ‘Division IX Didactics’.

31 S. a., Premiazione delle collezioni Bombicci, in «Il Resto del Carlino», 9/12/1898, p. 2.
32 ASCB, Education, 1905, b. 4, Fasc. ‘Primary Schools. Reports of school inspectors on school progress’, E. Cappelletti,

La scuola elementare nel Comune di Bologna alla fine dell’anno scolastico 1904-05.
33 ASCB, Education, 1925, b. 1054, R 3, S 2, Letter from Burzi dated 13/7/1899.
34 LAWN, M. (dir.), Modelling the Future. Exhibition and Materiality of Education, op. cit.
35 ASCB, Education, 1907, b. 3, Letter from Cappelletti dated 1/2/1907.
36 CERVELLATI, J., La Mostra Didattica di Bologna, in ASCB, Education, 1925, b. 1601, Folder ‘National Teaching

Exhibition, Florence, March-April 1925’, cit. also in D’ASCENZO, M., Tra centro e periferia. La scuola elementare a Bologna dalla Daneo-
Credao all’avocazione statale, Bologna, CLUEB, 2006, pp. 324-325.



«the most complete and ingenious teaching support known to date. When it travelled around the schools, the teach-
ers used it willingly, being able to effectively illustrate their lessons using its collections.»37

In the following years various local officers attempted, unsuccessfully, to make it a crucial element for a
city museum of school history38. After the Second World War it remained in a state of neglect for several
decades, until it was rediscovered by headmaster Roberto Vignoli, who oversaw its recovery and use as a decen-
tralised didactic facility of the Municipality of Bologna running workshops for all school levels, particularly pri-
mary and middle schools.

CONCLUSIONS

The Didactic Museum continues its educational activities today for local schools, thus bearing witness to
the fertility and durability of such a versatile and long-lasting instrument.

As an element of the past heritage of education, today it still offers a living trace of a past yet still func-
tioning «material life», legible on many planes of interpretation, which are outlined briefly here. Indeed, in my
opinion, this Museum constitutes a historical and hermeneutical testimonial of a possible trace of different types
of «histories»:

– The social history of the «virtuous» links between theoretical and academic pedagogy, municipal admin-
istration and grass roots schooling;

– The history of the schools of a city and a nation, the expression of the cultural and material heritage
of schools over a century, to be conserved and enhanced for citizenship education;

– The history of teaching methods, in particular object lessons and the object method in the late 19th cen-
tury;

– The history of subject teaching, particularly sciences but also other disciplines39;
– The history of specific didactic instruments developed for schools, in the framework of the material

culture of schools at least after Italian unification;
– The history of the ‘gap’ between the design of a didactic instrument, its production and actual use in

and for schools;
– The history of professional and educational figures who designed and constructed a didactic instru-

ment in a specific space and time, thus contributing to the definition of an instrument for educating
the local people by promoting culture and schooling;

– The transcultural history of the school and educational heritage, in a perspective that is increasingly able
to overcome the ‘micro’ and local dimension and target a European and international ‘global’ dimen-
sion, able to connect on different planes the many figures, histories, cultural and educational processes
engrained in the materiality of education which is still present in the territory where we, citizens of
Europe, live today, often unconsciously.
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37 ASCB, Education, 1925, b. 1054, Folder ‘Purchase of the Bombicci Didactic Museum by the Municipality for the afore-
mentioned schools’, Cappelletti’s opinion of 30/4/1925.

38 D’ASCENZO, M., VIGNOLI, R., Scuola, didattica e musei. Il Museo Didattico ‘Luigi Bombicci’ di Bologna, op. cit.
39 In this regard refer to MARTINEZ BERNAL, J. M., Renovación pedagógica y ensenanza de la ciencias: medio siglo de propostas y

esperiencias escolares (1882-1936), Madrid, Biblioteca Nueva, 2001; MARTINEZ BERNAL, M. J., MARIN MURCIA, J. P., El estudio
del material científico para la ensenanza de la botánica en el CEME, en MORENO MARTINEZ, PEDRO l., SEBASTIAN VICENTE,
A. (dirs), Patrimonio y Etnografía de la escuela en Espana y Portugal durante el siglo XX, op. cit., pp. 157-166.
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